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The exponential model of Jelinski and Moranda (1972) is one of the earliest models proposed 
for predicting software reliability. A test of fit procedure, based on the conditional probability 
integral transformation of O’Reilly and Quesenberry (1973), is proposed in which a set of ordered 
failure times can be transformed to a vector of independent random variables that are uniformly 
distributed on the interval (0, 1). The new variates are shown, through simulation, to have distinctly 
nonuniform distributions under an alternative family of models. Applications to censored and 
truncated sampling as well as to other related models are discussed. 
exponential order statistics model * Jelinski-Moranda model * conditional probability integral 
transformation * test of fit * Poisson model with log linear rate function * linear pure birth process 
1. Introduction 
LetX,,Xz,..., X, be ordered random variables that are distributed as an ordered 
sample of size v from a distribution with density f(x). With v a parameter, this 
defines a general class of order statistics models useful for modeling event series in 
which the hazard rate depends on the number of previous events. One of the simplest 
cases, f(x) = 4 e-dx, x > 0, 4 > 0, is an exponential order statistics (EOS) model, 
also known as the Jelinski-Moranda (1972) model. As a debugging model for 
software reliability, it has attracted considerable attention as a basis for estimating 
the number of faults in a system. Estimation procedures have been considered in 
a number of papers (Blumenthal and Marcus, 1975; Forman and Singpurwalla, 
1977; Goudie and Goldie, 1981; Littlewood and Verrall, 1981; Joe and Reid, 1985). 
The present work concerns a conditional probability integral transformation 
(CPIT) for testing the fit of the exponential model. The transformation is based on 
a procedure proposed by O’Reilly and Quesenberry (1973) and uses the multivariate 
transformation of Rosenblatt (1952). The basic idea is that a sequence of conditional 
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distributions, obtained by conditioning on the minimal sufficient statistic, can be 
used to transform an ordered sample X,, X,, . . . ,X,+, into a vector 2 = 
(Z,,Z,,.. . , Z,) of independent random variables that have a uniform distribution 
on the interval (0, 1). Thus one may test the fit of the exponential model by testing 
uniformity of the Z,. 
A CPIT differs from a conditional test in that significance levels are not necessarily 
obtained with the sufficient statistic fixed at an observed value. For Markov sequen- 
ces, such as with order statistics models, the conditional distributions have a 
reasonably simple form, at least in comparison to models that are not Markov. For 
the exponential model with v assumed known, O’Reilly and Stephens (1982) found 
that a CPIT may sometimes produce values under an alternative model that are not 
easily detected for nonuniformity; their procedure, however, performed about as 
well as other transformation procedures under a reasonable range of alternatives. 
Although the CPIT has not been widely evaluated, it has the obvious advantage 
over many test of fit procedures of avoiding the often difficult problem of determining 
the null distribution of a test statistic. 
The content of this paper is as follows. The conditional distributions are presented 
in Section 2, and the limiting behavior of this sequence is studied in Section 4. 
Applications to truncated sampling, a related Poisson model, and the linear pure 
birth process are noted in Section 3. Section 5 concerns showing, through simulation, 
that the Z, have distinct nonuniform distributions under a family of alternative 
models. 
2. The conditional distributions 
Suppose the set X,, X,, . . . , X,,, is censored at the time of the (r-t 1)st event. Under 
the exponential model their joint density is 
[v!/(v-r-l)!]+‘+‘exp -4(v-r)x,+,- 
[ 
4 i xi]> 
I=, 
and the minimal sufficient statistic is (X,,, , Cl=, Xi). Equivalently, (Xr+, , S,) is 
minimal sufficient where S, =x1=, X,/X,+, . For later reference we note that the 
conditional density of X,, X2,. . . , X,, given X,,, = f, is 
~rr!exp(-~~,x,)[l-e~.b’]-’ (O<x,<x,<...<x,<t). (1) 
Following O’Reilly and Quesenberry (1973) we determine 
P(x,), P(x,-, Ix,), . . . , ~bzIx3, x4, . . . , xr) 
where F(xklxk+,,..., x,) is the conditional distribution function of X, given that 
X k+, = xk+, , _ . , X, = x,. F(.) means that, in addition, we have conditioned on the 
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sufficient statistic (X,,, , S,). Substitution gives r - 1 independent random variables 
Z,=P(X,), Z,_,=F(X,_,)X,) )...) z2=F‘(x*)x3 )...) X,) 
which have uniform distributions on the interval (0, 1); i.e., U(0, 1). 
To ensure that the Z, have uniform distributions, we must check that the condition 
distributions and the marginals are absolutely continuous. To show that not all are 
continuous for example, note that X, is a function of (X,, . . . , X,.,, , S,) so the 
conditional distribution of X, given (X,, . . . , X,+, , S,) is degenerate and cannot be 
used to transform to independent uniforms. By conditioning on the minimal sufficient 
statistic, the mapping from (X,, X2,. . . , X,,,) to (Z,, Z,, . . , Z,) gives a statistic 
of maximum dimension and thus produces the maximum number of independent 
uniforms. 
The Markov property of order statistics simplifies the calculation in that we need 
only consider successive subsets of the form {X, , X2, . . . , X,, ,>, k c r. The sufficient 
statistic corresponding to the kth subset is (X,+, , Sk) where Sk =Cf’;, X,/X,+, . 
Since (Xk+, , . . . X,+, , S,) is a l-l function of (Xk+,, . . . , Xrtlr S,), the Markov 
property implies the simpler result p(x 1 xk+, , . . . , x,) = P(X, d x 1 X,,, = xk+, , 
s, = Sk). 
Rather than determine the conditional distribution of X, given (Xk+, , S,) it is 
simpler to scale X,, X,, . . , X, in the form W, =X,/X,+, , i = 1,2,. . . , k. Then 
WI, w,,..., W, are distributed conditionally, given X,,, = z, as an ordered sample 
of size k from a distribution with density 
g(wlz)=+ze-+‘” [l-e+z]P’ (O<w<l). (2) 
The conditional distribution of W, given Sk does not depend on the parameter 4z 
of this density because in this setting S, is sufficient. 
The calculation is now reduced to determining Qk(x 1~) = P( W, s x I S, = y), 
k = 2,3,. . . , r, where W, , W,, . . , W, is an ordered sample from the density (2) and 
S, = CF=, W;. Since QC(x 1~) does not depend on +z, we let 4 = 0 and determine 
QL(~ Iv) as if W,, W,, . . . , W, is an ordered sample from a uniform distribution 
on (071). (If CMXIY) were calculated by using a value Cp > 0, the result would not 
differ from what we get by letting 4 = 0 because S, is sufficient for every 4 > 0.) It 
is well known that if U, , U,, . . . ,U, is an ordered sample from U(0, l), then U, is 
statistically independent of the set U,/ U,, . . . , U,_,/ U,, (David, 1981, p. 21). 
This last result implies that if q5 = 0, then W, and S,_, are independent where 
Sk_, =C:I: X,/Xk and Sk = W,(S,_, + 1). If 4 = 0, Sk and Sk_, are sums of indepen- 
dent uniform random variables, and the density function of S, (Johnson and Kotz, 
1970, p. 64) is 
where [xl,, = x if x > 0 and [xl, = 0 if x ~0. That is, the sum continues over the 
integers as long as z -j > 0. (Although the last term in this sum is zero, we include 
the last term because this form is convenient for the discussion in Section 4.) 
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The conditional density of W, given S, can thus be computed directly from the 
joint density of (W,, Sk_,) and integrated to obtain the conditional distribution 
function 
1 
i (-l)j(:)b-jxlEp’/$o (-l)j(:)[u-ild’ j=O 
Qk(XIYv) = 
(yk-‘<x<min(l,y)), 
0 (x<yk-‘), 
(3) 
1 (x>min(l,y)). 
Qk(xIy) may also be derived from results given in Goudie and Goldie (1981). 
Summarizing, we have the following. 
Theorem 1. If X,, X,, . . , X,,, is an ordered sample from an exponential order 
statistics model, the r - 1 random variables Z, = Qk( W, ( Sk), k = 2,3, . . . , r, are i.i,d. 
and uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 1). 0 
3. Truncated sampling and other models 
While several tests of fit of an exponential model have been proposed in the literature 
few, if any, of these procedures are distribution-free when applied to truncated 
samples. Moreover, censored sampling assumes that a predetermined number of 
events will occur, which seems inconsistent with a model that assumes the total 
number of events (i.e. V) is an unknown parameter. For a truncated sample the data 
consrsts of the set X, , X,, . . , X, together with the number of events observed over 
a fixed interval (0, t). 
Under the Jelinksi-Moranda model the minimal sufficient statistic is (S,, r) where 
S,. =CF=, Xi/t. The conditional density of X,, X,, . . . , X,, given that R = r events 
occur in (0, t), is as given in (1) with X,,, = t. Thus the transformation of Section 
2 applies to the truncated sampling case of this model. 
As noted by Miller (1986), the Jelinski-Moranda model is nearly indistinguishable 
from a closely related Poisson model. If X, , X,, . . . , are event occurrence times in 
a non-homogeneous Poisson model with intensity function h(x) = hr$ e-@, x > 
0, A, 4 > 0 (Lewis and Schedler, 1976; Goel and Okumoto, 1979), the likelihood of 
a truncated sample is 
[ 
r 
(h#~)‘exp -4 1 xi-h(l-e-+‘) 1 (0(X,<. . . < x,< t). i=l 
The conditional density of X1, X2,. . . , X,, given R = r, is again given by (1) and 
the transformation of Section 2 still applies. 
As a final example, consider a linear pure birth process in which Ti = Xi -X,-r, 
i=l,2,..., are independent and exponentially distributed with rate parameters 
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A + pi, /? > 0, i = 1,2,. . . . Neuts and Resnick (1971) have shown (see also Crump, 
1975) that given R = r events occur in (0, t), X, , X,, . . . , X,. are the order statistics 
in a sample of size r from the distribution (eAx - l)/(e^‘- l), 0 <x < t. However, 
since Y, = t-X,_,+, , i = 1,2, . . . , r are also order statistics in a sample of size r 
from (l-e~hx)/(l-e~h’),O~~~t, the transformation of Section 2 applies to set 
Y,, Y2,. . . , Y, with Y,,, = t, 
4. Limits of the conditional distributions 
The sums defining &(x]JJ) are related to the distributions defined by 
&(x)= i (-1)’ 
j=O 0 
j” [1-jx];-’ (O<x<l). 
Let Y(,_,, =max( Yr, Y2,. . . , Yk_,) where Yr, Y2,. . . , Yk are i.i.d. with a standard 
exponential distribution, ePy, y > 0. Hk(x) is the distribution function of the scaled 
extreme order statistic Y~k_lj/C~=, Y, (David, 1981, p. 100); Z&(x) is also the distribu- 
tion function of the largest spacing when a random sample of k - 1 U(0, 1) variates 
divide the unit interval into k segments. We shall use the asymptotic distribution 
of this statistic to obtain the limits of certain conditional distributions obtained 
through a transformation of Qk(x 1~). 
Let Tk = k exp(-kW,JS,) and V, = k exp(-k/S,), k = 2,3,. . . , r. The conditional 
distribution of Tk, given V, = v, is 
Ak(x)/Ak(v) (O<v~x<ke~‘), 
(x 2 k e-l), 
where Ak( u) = H,[k-‘(ln k -1n u)]. By substitution, 1 - Gk( Tk 1 V,), k = 2,3, . . . , r 
are the random variables 2, defined in Section 2. 
Our purpose is to note the following result. 
Theorem 2. lim[ 1 - Gk(x 1 v)] = eP x ( -‘I, 0 < v s x, as k tends to injinity. 0 
Theorem 2 suggests that for k large, Z, can be approximated by exp[-( Tk - V,)] 
or, in terms of Wi=Xi/Xk+*, i-l,2 ,..., k, we have 
-1n Z, k k[exp(- W,J w,) -exp(-l/ w,)], (4) 
for k large, where w, = kP’CFc, Wi. The accuracy of this approximation may depend 
on whether Gk(x 1 v) converges uniformly in v to its limit. 
Using the asymptotic theory given in David (1981, p. 261), Yck_,) -In k converges 
in distribution to the type III extreme value distribution, A(x) = exp(-e-“), --00 < 
x<oo. Since k-’ CF=, Yi converges to 1 in probability, k( Y(,_,,-ln k)/Cr=, Y, also 
converges in distribution to A(x) or, equivalently, A(x) is the limiting distribution 
of Lk= kY,,_,,/CF=, Yi-ln k. Thus lim P(exp(-L,)>x)=limAL(x)=ePx,x>O. 
Applying this to Gk(x 1 v) gives the desired limit. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of A,(u) and e-l’. Solid lines are A,(u) for k = 5, 10 and 15; dashed line is e-l’. 
To determine whether (4) might be of any practical use, we constructed the plots 
shown in Figure 1. These suggest that Ak(u) converges slowly to ee” so (4) is 
probably an unsatisfactory approximation except for very large values of k. Since 
(3) provides little insight about the behavior of Z, under alternatives to the null 
model, there is clearly potential for further work here. 
5. Discussion and simulation 
An extension of the discussion of Section 2 to the family of gamma distributions 
+axa-’ e -‘“/T(a) x> 0, is obtained by noting that for successive subsets 
{Xl,XZ,.. . , XL+,;, k s r, the sufficient statistics are (S,, Tk, Xk+,), k = 2,3, . . . , r, 
where S, is as defined before and Tk = -C:=, In Wi. 
Within the gamma family the conditional distributions of Section 2 depend only 
on the parameter (Y, and are given by 
where Hk(x 1 s, t) = P( W, s x 1 Sk = s, Tk = t) and g, (t 1 s) is the conditional density 
of Tk given S, = s. The case CY = 1 yields the distributions of Section 2. 
In this context, Z,(a) = Qk( W,lS,, a), k =2,3,. . . , r, are i.i.d. with a uniform 
distribution on the interval (0, 1) whereas the statistic Z of Section 2 does not consist 
of uniformly distributed random variables. The performance of a test procedure 
depends on whether Qk(x 1 y, a) and Qk(x ( y, 1) are, in some sense, ordered. The 
densities g, ( t ( s) in (5) have monotone likelihood ratio; however, a comparison of 
&(xIy, a) with the null case seems to require that one compute Hk(xls, t). 
Since the distributions of Z, depend only on the parameter CX, a simple procedure 
for simulating these distributions under the gamma model is the following. 
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(i) Generate an ordered sample X, , X,, . . . , X, from the density awn-‘, O< w < 
1, and set X,,, = 1. 
(ii) For each subset {X,, X,, . . . , X,+,}, k s r, compute 
w, = &Ixk+, 3 Sk = 5 XiIxk+l and Z, = Qk( W, 
i=l 
I&). 
.I distributions of By varying (Y over the set {0.1,0.5, 1.0) we obtained the empirica 
Z, under a set of alternatives to the exponential model. 
The frequency distributions shown in Figures 2-4 are based on 1000 replicates 
ofthevectorZk, k=2,3,. . ., r with r = 20. Since a s 1.0 corresponds to a decreasing 
Fig. 2. Distribution of Z,, k = 2,3,. , 20, simulated under the null model with a=l.O 
Frequent 
Fig. 3. Distribution of Z,, k = 2, 3,. ,20, simulated under the alternate model with (Y = 0.5. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of Z,, k = 2,3,. , 20, simulated under the alternate model with a = 0.1. 
density function, these cases describe reliability growth; that is, the spacings X, - 
X,_1, i= 1,2,. . (X0 = 0) will tend to increase whenever a c 1.0. Figures 3 and 4 
suggest the Z, have distinctly nonuniform distributions under the alternatives CY = 0.1 
and LY = 0.5. Further, the power of a test based on the Z, probably increases as (Y 
decreases as suggested by the shift in these 9 . strtbutions that occurs as CY decreases. 
The case (Y = 1.0 corresponds to the null model and is presented here as a check 
on the simulation results. 
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